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All live sessions are $100 for up to 35 students (one classroom). Additional classrooms are $65 per session.
All live sessions are 45 minutes in length.

Students are invited to take a live tour of our Virtual

WHEN WOMEN LOST THE VOTE
VIRTUAL EXPERIENCE

Museum, using the stories and experiences of real people

Few people know that for about 30 years during the

of the Revolutionary Era to make personal connections

Revolutionary Era, certain women and free people of

to major events and smaller moments of the American

African descent had the right to vote in New Jersey.

Revolution. Along the way, they’ll tackle key questions

In these live sessions with a Museum Educator, students

about the Revolution and about the world today.

will use historical objects and primary source documents

VIRTUAL THEMED EXPERIENCES

from the Museum’s exhibit, When Women Lost the Vote,
to explore this revolutionary moment in time and what it

Book these engaging live sessions with a member of our

can tell us about the importance of suffrage — and its

Education team to supplement your virtual Through Their

protection — today.

Eyes experience, or as stand-alone classroom programs.

Grades 4-6

Students will go beyond the galleries to get a new take

Students will explore contributions of Revolutionary

on the work of museums and the people and events of
the American Revolution.

Topics:

women and how some of them sought to take advantage
of the opportunities that a new nation could bring.

Grades 7-12

Thinking Like a Historian Grades 4 – 12

Students will explore how the electorate

Historians use objects, documents, and contextual

was often defined at our nation’s founding,

knowledge to build an understanding of the past. In this

engage in debate over how the right to

experience, students will do the same, using their powers

vote is distributed, and explore how

of observation and critical thinking skills to explore what

the right to vote was ultimately taken

objects and documents can tell us about the past.

from women over 100 years before the

Two Men and a Mystery Grades 9 – 12

passage of the 19th Amendment.

After two paintings by Italian artist Xavier della Gatta
the Battles of Paoli and Germantown — battles the artist
had not participated in, in a land he had never visited —
historians were left with a mystery: How did he know so
much about what had happened? As students examine

Gloucester County Historical Society

were found to show remarkably accurate depictions of

clues from 18th-century artwork and documents, they also
will explore the challenges and opportunities of being a
soldier — and a survivor — of the Revolutionary War.

Generous support for K-12 Programs provided by: The Connelly Foundation, Comcast NBCUniversal, Chubb, The 1830 Family Foundation,
The Snider Foundation, Arthur & Lisa Berkowitz, The Bergman Foundation, the Hilda & Preston Davis Foundation, Christian R. and Mary F. Lindback Foundation,
Dolfinger-McMahon Foundation, PECO, Wawa, BB&T now Truist, The Christopher Ludwick Foundation, and Fulton Bank.
With appreciation to our generous funders, scholarships may be available upon request.
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